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TERMINAL GUIDANCE NAVIGATION FOR AN ASTEROID
IMPACTOR SPACECRAFT
Shyam Bhaskaran and Brian Kennedy ∗

Near Earth Asteroids could potentially cause a great deal of devastation if one
were to impact the Earth. If such an asteroid were found, the next step would be to
mitigate the threat by one of several options, the most viable of which is to deflect
the asteroids trajectory such that it misses the Earth by hitting it at a very high
velocity with a spacecraft. The technology to perform such a deflection has been
demonstrated by the Deep Impact (DI) mission, which successfully collided with
comet Tempel 1 in July 2005 using an onboard autonomous navigation system,
called AutoNav, for the terminal phase of the mission. In this paper, we evaluate the ability of AutoNav to impact a wide range of scenarios that an deflection
mission could encounter, varying parameters such as the approach velocity, phase
angle, size of the asteroid, and the determination of spacecraft attitude. Using
realistic Monte Carlo simulations, we tabulated the probability of success of the
deflection as a function of these parameters, and find the highest sensitivity to be
due the spacecraft attitude determination mode. We conclude with some recommendations for future work.

INTRODUCTION
On July 4, 2005, the Deep Impact (DI) spacecraft successfully impacted the comet Tempel 1 using
a 400 kg impactor while the mother ship flew by the comet at a distance of 500 km and captured
images of the impact. This event marked the first hypervelocity impact of a small solar system
body, and, although not its primary goal, the mission demonstrated that such an impact could be
accomplished with present day technologies, and on a relatively modest budget. Beyond its science
benefits, the mission is notable because the same technology could be used to someday save the
Earth from a devastating impact from a Near Earth Asteroid (NEA).
The potential threat from NEAs has been documented extensively1 and cannot be understated.
There are several options for mitigating this threat, including destroying the asteroid using a nuclear
device, or altering its trajectory via gravity tractoring, impacting with another spacecraft (kinetic
energy deflection), or a combination of any of these methods. The kinetic energy deflection technique is the most straightforward and easiest to implement using currently available technologies.
The main difficulty is the terminal guidance navigation; precisely hitting the target at high velocities
where there is little time to react and must be done largely autonomously onboard the spacecraft is
a challenge. However, DI has demonstrated that this is feasible, and the next step is to show how
the point solution used to successfully impact Tempel 1 can be generalized to cover the range of
scenarios for an asteroid deflection.
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DIs impact was made possible by the onboard closed loop autonomous navigation system (called
AutoNav). The filter settings and sequence of events performed by AutoNav to achieve the impact were determined through simulations to maximize the probability of impact for this particular
spacecraft and scenario. Some of the critical parameters were the size of the comet (roughly 6 km
in diameter), approach velocity (10.5 km/s), and the approach phase angle (62 deg). The parameters
for a NEA deflection could be considerably different. The range of possible sizes could be as low
as 100 m in diameter or less, the approach velocity could range from below 10 km/s to as high as 20
km/s, and the approach phase could range from near 0 deg to near 180 deg (i.e., fully lit or no solar
illumination). Thus, before a deflection mission is undertaken, it is important to understand how the
terminal guidance will perform under a range of conditions.
In this paper, we expand the experience base of using AutoNav for terminal guidance in an asteroid deflection mission and parameterize the probability of achieving a successful impact on a
sample set of deflection missions. We first determined the ranges of parameters for deflection missions through example scenarios from the literature in order to define the scope of conditions that
AutoNav needs to handle. This is combined with information on several important spacecraft hardware considerations that affect AutoNav performance and their interaction with the mission parameters. Finally, Monte Carlo simulations of AutoNav terminal guidance were performed on selected
scenarios, varying all relevant parameters, to obtain statistics on probabilities of impact. The simulations are run using high fidelity models which describe the spacecraft trajectory, spacecraft attitude
errors, and ephemeris errors of the target body. The simulations include: 1) generation of realistic
images using triaxial ellipsoid shape model and the parameters of the camera, 2) determination of
the orbit using a batch least-squares filter, and 3) maneuver targeting to achieve impact conditions.
DEEP SPACE NAVIGATION
The first step in any deep space mission is to design the reference trajectory to achieve the target
conditions, which, in this case, is to impact a candidate set of asteroids or a particular one. The
techniques to design these trajectories, optimizing parameters of interest such as fuel expenditure
or time-of-flight, are covered elsewhere (see [2] for an example) and not in the scope of this paper.
However, the ensemble set of trajectories found in [ 2] were used to define the scope of the problem
and will be referred to later.
Once a particular set of trajectories is found, the next step is to analyze them for its flyability
from a navigation perspective. This includes performing linear covariance analyses to determine
the navigation delivery performance and statistics on maneuver ∆V requirements for the mission.
The covariance analysis involves using a realistic tracking schedule to simulate tracking data and
fitting the data in a least-squares process to determine the orbit. The tracking data includes two-way
Doppler and range, plus optical data (images of the target object taken with an onboard camera)
The least-squares fitting provides error covariances which statistically describe how accurate the
spacecraft can be navigated. This also provides inputs to simulate the maneuvers required to achieve
the target; this is done via Monte Carlo simulations which sample the orbit determination errors to
design the maneuvers. The end result describes the amount of fuel needed to fly the mission. When
the mission is actually flown, real tracking data replaces the simulated ones, and the best fit orbit is
used to design the maneuvers. If all has gone according to plan, the delivery errors to the target and
the fuel required will be within the statistics of the pre-flight analysis. We will not cover the details
of navigation for the launch, cruise, and target approach mission phases; for a general overview
deep space navigation techniques, see [3]; [4] shows an example of its application for a comet flyby
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mission which closely resembles that of an asteroid impactor.
For this paper, we are concerned with the impactor’s terminal guidance navigation, which we
define as the phase beginning roughly 2-3 hours prior to impact. At this stage, ground navigation
techniques are impractical due to the round-trip light time and the onboard navigation system, AutoNav, must be used. Details of the AutoNav system and how it was used on various missions can be
found in [5], [6], and [7]; here we will briefly describe the orbit determination filter as used by AutoNav in a subsequent section. First we describe some other considerations necessary to completely
describe the problem set up.
ASTEROID EPHEMERIS
In order to successfully hit an asteroid with a spacecraft, two critical pieces of information are
needed. The first is knowledge of the spacecraft’s trajectory as described above. The second is
knowledge of the target asteroid’s orbit. Preliminary estimates of the latter are provided through
ground-based observations of the asteroid, primarily from optical telescopes, but also in a limited
number of cases from radar bounces off the asteroid.8 The accuracy of this method is dependent
on many factors including the density, quality, resolution, and geometry of the observations, the
orbital characteristics of the asteroid, and the length of time from the last observation to the time of
spacecraft approach and impact. In general, however, we can say that the accuracy of the orbit from
ground-based observations as the spacecraft approaches will be in the tens of km range. This is
obviously not good enough to hit an object which may only be a 100 m across, and thus eventually
the ephemeris knowledge must be reduced to better than this level. The key point, however, is that
it is not the asteroid’s (or the spacecraft’s for that matter) heliocentric orbit that must be known
accurately but the relative orbit of the spacecraft to the asteroid. This information is obtained by the
onboard camera, which will now be described.
CAMERA
Optical navigation, or OpNav, is the science of using an onboard camera as a navigation device.9
Opnav involves taking images of solar system bodies against a star background; precisely locating
the center of the body provides an angular measurement than can be used as data for an orbit
determination filter. Unlike Doppler and ranging which provides an Earth-relative measurement,
Opnav data type is the only one that provides navigation information relative to a target body.
Because it is an angular measure, the data becomes stronger as the spacecraft gets closer to the
target.
In recent times, the camera used for Opnav is usually a combination of camera lenses focusing
light onto a Charge-Coupled-Device (CCD) array. The light energy from a source in the form of
photons is measured in each pixel of the array and output, through an analog to digital converter, as
a ”data number (DN)”. The signal to noise (S/N ) ratio of the light source is a function of various
properties of the camera optics and electronics; in order for a signal to be usable, the ratio must
be greater than around 3. The resolution and field-of-view (FOV) of the camera is determined by a
combination of the camera lens focal length, and the size and number of the pixel array on the CCD.
One simple measure of the resolution is the IFOV, the angular resolution of a single pixel, which
can be computed as:
IF OV = 1/F K,
(1)
where F is the focal length in mm, and K is the reciprocal of the pixel dimensions, expressed as
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pixels/mm. For example, the medium resolution camera on DI had a focal length of 2101 mm and
a value of K of 47.6 pixels/mm, giving an effective IFOV of 10 microradians. This parameter is
particularly important for the impactor application because the IFOV determines the accuracy of
an Opnav measurement as well as when an asteroid becomes “resolved”, that is, when its angular
extent in the camera FOV is larger than a pixel. Even when the asteroid is unresolved, however, its
light is spread over several pixels due to diffraction, and to a lesser extent, slight defocusing of the
lens. This spread is defined by the camera’s pointspread function (PSF), which can be modeled as a
Gaussian function, and typical values of the PSF disperse the light from the unresolved source such
that the central peak contains 30-40% of the total light from the source. Note that stars in the FOV
are also unresolved and look very similar to unresolved objects.
Detection of the target asteroid depends on many factors including the sensitivity and noise of
the camera, the size, shape, orientation, approach phase angle, exposure duration, and the stability
of the spacecraft over the exposure duration. Because the asteroids in consideration for an impactor
are small (less than 300 m in diameter), the detection will usually be fairly late on approach. The
exact time will depend on the specific scenario, but overall It is expected that the S/N will not be
sufficient for detection until a day or two before impact at the earliest. If detection does occur over
a day before impact, then the initial target relative orbit determination can be done on the ground,
and a maneuver uplinked to remove the tens of km of asteroid ephemeris error described earlier. If
detection is within a day or less, then the turnaround time for ground in the loop processing becomes
problematic and the entire targeting process must be done using AutoNav. We define the terminal
guidance phase as the part where the onboard process takes over.
Once detection occurs, the center of the object in the camera FOV must be precisely determined,
a process called centerfinding. For stars and unresolved asteroids, several methods are available
which fit a Gaussian or other function to the diffused signal.9 Because of the PSF, this methodology
can locate the center of a source to much better than a pixel. For stars whose catalogued positions
are well known and have good S/N, the accuracy of the centerfinding can typically be as low as
0.02 pixels. Unresolved targets are typically determined to the 0.1-0.2 pixel level. As the asteroid
becomes resolved, the Gaussian model no longer resembles the image as the shape of the asteroid
becomes observable. In this case, the center can be found using a simple brightness moment algorithm. The accuracy of this method to locate the center of figure of the asteroid varies depending on
its shape and the angle the approach phase angle (the asteroid-centered angle between the incoming asymptote of the spacecraft and sun), and will be proportional to the size of the asteroid in the
camera FOV.
The primary purpose of locating stars in the image is to provide the inertial frame in which to
measure the angle of the target asteroid relative to the spacecraft. Any error in this angle will be
interpreted by the orbit determination filter as a translational motion of the spacecraft relative to
the target. Normally, the inertial camera frame is given by the spacecraft’s attitude control system
(ACS), but as will be described in the next section, the accuracy of this information may not be
sufficient for precise targeting. Thus, if available, visible stars in the image can be used to determine
the camera attitude to well below the noise level of the angular measure of the target object. In
principle, two stars are sufficient, but ideally three or more are needed to reduce catalogue and
centroiding errors. The question then shifts to the likelihood that at least two stars will be visible in
an image taken of the target body. This is not easily answerable on a general level; it depends on
several factors, including the brightnesses of the background stars in the direction of the approach
asymptote, the sensitivity and dynamic range of the camera, and duration of the exposure. As will
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be shown in the simulations, the attitude knowledge is the single biggest factor in determining the
likelihood of a successful impact. Thus, for a given target and approach trajectory, an important
trade is to determine whether the camera has the sufficient sensitivity and dynamic range to capture
both the background stars and asteroid in the same image with sufficient S/N and below the CCD’s
saturation level, noting that the asteroid brightness will vary considerably as the asteroid gets closer.
If the camera limitations prevent it, then alternate schemes can be worked where alternate frames
are taken, bracketing a frame optimized to capture the asteroid by frames capturing the stars. In this
manner, the attitude can be interpolated between the two star frames to get reasonable accuracy.
SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM
Knowledge and control of the spacecraft’s orientation is done by the onboard ACS. To get absolute inertial attitude, star trackers are used; these relatively wide FOV cameras (typically 20-40
deg) match the pattern of stars seen in the image to catalogued star locations and then solve for the
boresight pointing. The mounting of the star cameras is known, so the boresight pointing can be
related to the defined Cartesian axes of the spacecraft. Generally, at least two star trackers, pointing
in different directions, are used. This provides redundancy as well as better geometric information
to improve attitude knowledge. Gyroscopic Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) are also used to
propagate the attitude knowledge in the absence of star tracker information. The gyros provide attitude rate information, so they must be initialized with absolute information from star trackers, after
which the rates are propagated. A Kalman filter is used to combine star tracker and IMU data to
obtain the current attitude.
If stars are not available in the navigation camera to get a high accuracy pointing solution, then
the orbit determination filter must rely on the attitude knowledge available from ACS. Because the
star trackers have much wider FOVs than the navigation camera, its resolution, and hence accuracy,
is coarser. Furthermore, the propagation of the attitude between star tracker measurements with the
IMUs also suffer from gyro error sources. The interaction between the ACS attitude knowledge and
the AutoNav orbit solution is a complex subject, and much of the analysis of AutoNav performance
is dedicated to understanding this interaction (see [7] and [10] for examples). To summarize, we
have found that the optimal scenario is to turn off star tracker updates prior to the initiation of
AutoNav. This avoids the “star tracker spatial error” problem – a phenomenon where the attitude
knowledge makes sudden and unexpected shifts as stars near the edge of the tracker frame go in and
out of the frame. When AutoNav is started, there is an initial knowledge error of the attitude, then
the remaining error is strictly due to gyro errors as the attitude is propagated. These gyro errors can
be quantified statistically based on known performance specifications,
√ primarily the gyro rate error
(given in deg/hr), and the angle random walk error (given in deg/ hr. In the simulations described
later, we use these specifications to see their effect on the terminal navigation.
ORBIT DETERMINATION
Orbit determination (OD) is the process of combining the Opnav measurements of the target
location in a filter to estimate the full cartesian state of the spacecraft. We use a batch filter such that
all the measurements are processed to get an estimate of the state at an epoch time. This state can
then be propagated forward to get the state at other times. The measurements are the coordinates of
the target brightness centroid in the camera frame; the horizontal coordinate is referred to as pixel,
and the vertical is line. The relationship between the pixel/line coordinate and the line-of-sight
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direction to the asteroid is described in detail in [9] and is a function of the spacecraft’s orientation
and target relative state, and the camera parameters.
In the flight AutoNav code, the dynamic model uses full numerical integration of the equations
of motion, with gravitational acceleration from the Sun and planets, plus solar radiation pressure
acceleration, included in the force model. For all practical purposes, however, the dynamics of a
spacecraft flying by a small asteroid can be modeled as straight line motion relative to the asteroid;
solar radiation force has little effect in the 2-3 hours on approach. Thus, for simplicity and computational speed, we model the spacecraft trajectory as a straight line with the only perturbing force
coming from maneuvers executed by the spacecraft.
The only other effect on the measurement is the ACS errors in the case where stars are not visible
in the navigation camera. Once again, for simplicity and without loss of generality, we can assume
that the camera boresight is located along one of the spacecraft axes. Then, attitude errors in the axes
perpendicular to the boresight are mapped directly into pixel and line camera coordinates. Attitude
errors around the boresight will have little effect on the observed location of the target given the
magnitudes of the errors we are considering. We then model the ACS error as a bias and rate in both
pixel and line directions.
To complete the batch filter formulation,11 we describe the state vector to be estimated as:
h
i
X = x y z ẋ ẏ ż P Ṗ L L̇ .

(2)

where
x, y, z = the asteroid-centered Cartesian position vector of the spacecraft at the epoch time,
ẋ, ẏ, ż = the asteroid-centered Cartesian velocity vector of the spacecraft at the epoch time,
P, L̇ = the attitude bias and rate in the camera pixel coordinate,
L, L̇ = the attitude bias and rate in the camera line coordinate.
Define the dynamic parameters, S = [x y z ẋ ẏ ż], and the observational bias parameters,
Q = [P Ṗ L L̇]. The sensitivity matrix, H, is the partial derivate of the pixel/line centroid
coordinate with respect to the state vector:
"
#
H=

∂p
∂S
∂l
∂S

∂p
∂Q
∂l
∂Q

.

(3)

The partials with respect to the dynamic parameters, S, are given in Reference 9; the partials with
respect to the bias and rate parameters are simply:
"
# 

∂p
1 t 0 0
∂Q
=
.
(4)
∂l
0 0 1 t
∂Q
Given an initial guess at the initial state, an nx2 matrix of residuals, Y , can be computed by
differencing the actual observed predicted pixel/line location of the asteroid with predicted values
based on the initial guess. The least squares fit to get the best estimate of the state at the epoch, x̂,
is then
x̂ = (HT W H)−1 HT WY,
(5)
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W is an 2x2 matrix of data weights, defined as

W=

1/σp2
0
0
1/σl2


,

(6)

where σp and σl are uncertainties on each pixel and line observation, respectively. The fitting
process usually takes several iterations to converge on a solution, and given the epoch state solution,
the future state at any time can be obtained by forward propagation.
Of particular interest is the miss distance at encounter, which ideally is 0 or some small value
which is known to be on the surface of the target. A convenient way to represent this miss is the Bplane coordinate system. This frame is centered on the asteroid and perpendicular to the incoming
asymptote (Figure 1). The B-vector describes where the asymptote pierces the plane, the horizontal
and vertical axes are denoted as T and R, and the coordinates of the piercing point are B • T
and B • R. The third, out-of-plane component is the Linearized Time-of-Flight, or LTOF. For a
linear flyby, the B-plane can be computed from the cartesian via the following steps. Let V∞ be the
asteroid-relative incoming velocity vector of the spacecraft, and X is its position anywhere along
the trajectory. Then,
S = V∞ /kV∞ k,
q
C = 1 − S32 .

(7)
(8)

Then, the elements of T are computed as:
T1 = S2 /C,

(9)

T2 = −S1 /C,

(10)

T3 = 0

(11)

The third axes, R = S × T . The elements of the B-plane are then:
B • R = X • RT ,
B•T
LT OF

(12)

T

(13)

T

(14)

= X •T ,
= X • S /kV∞ k.

MANEUVER COMPUTATION
Once the orbit is determined and the miss distance at the encounter determined, maneuvers must
be computed to re-target the trajectory back to the intended aimpoint. The targeting algorithm is as
follows. If we define Z to be a vector of targeted parameters in position, where
Z = [B • Rt B • Tt LT OFt ]T ,

(15)

denotes the desired B-plane state at impact (nominally all 0 if we wish to target the exact center of
the body), and ∆V are the three components of the velocity adjustment used to control the trajectory,
where
∆V = [∆Vx ∆Vy ∆Vz ]T ,
(16)
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Figure 1. B-plane coordinate system

then the sensitivity matrix K of the control parameters to the target is:


K=

∂B•Rt
∂∆Vx
∂B•Tt
∂∆Vx
∂LT OFt
∂∆Vx

∂B•Rt
∂∆Vy
∂B•Tt
∂∆Vy
∂LT OFt
∂∆Vy

∂B•Rt
∂∆Vz
∂B•Tt
∂∆Vz
∂LT OFt
∂∆Vz



.

(17)

Thus
K∆V = Z

(18)

∆V = K −1 Z.

(19)

and solving for the maneuver,

Starting with an initial reference trajectory and guess at the ∆V , the sensitivity matrix in Eq. (17)
can be evaluated numerically by finite differencing methods. The initial guess is usually 0 which
works sufficiently well in the dynamic regime we are working in. Several iterations are necessary
to converge, i.e., when the miss distance (distance between the desired and achieved target) is less
than some small tolerance. Normally, a single maneuver along the approach will not be enough
as OD and maneuver execution errors will dominate initially; several maneuvers are used to fine
tune the targeting. The placement of maneuvers for our scenarios are described in the next section.
Following the DI nomenclature, we refer to each maneuver as Impactor Targeting Maneuvers, or
ITMs.
TERMINAL GUIDANCE SCENARIO
The approach we take for the terminal guidance is schematically shown in Fig. 2, and is similar
to that taken on the DI impactor. DI performed 3 ITMs at E-90 min, E-35 min, and E-12.5 min to hit
Tempel 1. In DI’s case, the comet had been seen for months in the camera, and at the shuttering of
the first AutoNav image at E-2 hours, was about 10 pixels across. In our asteroid scenarios, however,
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it is quite possible that the asteroid would not have been seen prior to initiation of AutoNav, and is
almost always unresolved at this time. We therefore make the assumption that the first ITM is used
to correct the bulk of the initial target relative error in the trajectory, which will be a combination
of the heliocentric asteroid ephemeris error, and the spacecraft’s heliocentric orbit error based on
ground radiometric tracking.

Figure 2. Terminal guidance scenario

Because the size of the maneuver scales as the reciprocal of distance, it is advantageous to perform
the first targeting maneuver as early as possible. However, it is also necessary to insure that the target
has been positively identified and a good OD solution be available before committing to a maneuver.
Thus, the exact timing of the maneuver will be dependent on the particular scenario, but in general,
starting AutoNav 2 hours before impact is a reasonable starting point. With images taken at a rate of
one every 15-30 seconds to allow for processing time, placing the first ITM at E-90 minutes allows
for a good block of data to be accumulated. This has the added benefit of being able to perform
outlier checking to make sure bad data, such as a misidentification of spurious signals for the target,
can be rejected. The data is cutoff 2-3 minutes before the maneuver to allow for the sequence to
rotate the spacecraft in the proper orientation (if needed) to perform the burn.
The second burn is needed largely to clean up any errors from the first. Since maneuver execution
errors from the first ITM have the longest time to propagate, it is desirable to clean up errors from
this maneuver. The timing of ITM 2 is slightly arbitrary and the requirement is to place it somewhere
between ITM 1 and ITM 2 such that enough data has accumulated before the OD cutoff to have a
good OD fit, and enough time is available after this maneuver to accumulate sufficient data prior to
ITM 3. Furthermore, from an operational sense, it is also desirable to perform this maneuver at a
time such that: (1) if ITM 1 does not execute successfully, the size of this burn needed to remove
ephemeris errors does not use up excessive amounts of fuel, and (2) there is some reasonable chance
that if ITM 3 fails to execute, the spacecraft will still impact. For our simulations, we have placed
this maneuver at around the E- 1 hour point.
The final maneuver is the most critical as this one will have to guarantee an impact with very high
probability. Given the approach velocities and sizes of the asteroids in question, it is likely that the
asteroid will have been unresolved in the images through the first two maneuvers. Thus, it is highly
desirable that the last maneuver be performed after the asteroid is resolved such that the brightness
centroid is unambiguously on the surface for several camera frames. It should be noted, however,
that even if the asteroid is resolved, the amount of surface area illuminated will be dependent on the
overall shape and aspect ratio of the asteroid, and the approach phase angle. Simulations performed
for DI showed that in some cases, the view of the target could be only a thin crescent or even have
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multiple discrete lobes.12 The size of the object in the FOV can be calculated by the formula:
Np = d/(V∞ t IF OV ).

(20)

where Np is the desired size of the asteroid in pixesl, d is the diameter of the target, t is the time
to encounter, and V∞ is the approach velocity. We can also use the formula to solve for the time,
picking a value of Np we want the last image to have; for most of the scenarios we describe below,
we chose 5 as a minimum size and do the last burn only after an image with the object at this size is
taken. In cases where the V∞ is very large, however, this is infeasible because the time is too short
to process the image, perform the OD, and turn and do the maneuver by the time the target gets to
this size.
CASE STUDY SCENARIOS
As described earlier, AutoNav for DI was optimized carefully for its particular scenario. We
would like to broaden the analysis to encompass a range of scenarios that an asteroid impact mission
can encounter. In principle, this is a very wide set of conditions, but we can narrow it down by
leveraging off other studies on trajectory searches for impact missions. In particular, a recent study
by Hernandez and Barbee performed a search on accessible NEOs for a deflection experiment and
narrowed down mission possibilities to them using specific search criteria.2 Although not published
yet, they performed an additional search redefining the criteria such that candidate trajectories that
minimize the approach phase angle (an important consideration for imaging on approach) were
selected. This resulted is a set of 128 trajectories; in Fig. 3 we plot the approach phase angles as a
function of the V∞ . The diameters of asteroids represented in this data set range from a minimum
of around 100 m and a maximum of near 300 m.

Figure 3. Phase vs. V∞ for Candidate Mission Set (data from [2])
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Fig. 3 shows that the V∞ s can range from about 3 km/s to upwards of 20 km/s, and the phases
range from near 0 deg to almost 180 deg. For our simulations, we picked 4 spot locations from the
plot that represent a broad range of conditions. These cases are detailed in the following table and
shown on the plot (for reference, DI’s location on this plot is also labeled). Cases 1 and 2 represent
relatively benign scenarios at the low end of the approach velocities and low to moderate approach
phase angles. Cases 3 and 4 represent more extreme scenarios; Case 3 for a high phase angle and
Case 4 for very high approach velocities. We used the size data as a bounds on the target diameters
for our scenarios.
The variations tried for each case were for an asteroid with harmonic mean diameters of 100 m
and 300 m, representing the lower and higher ends of the asteroid sizes present in the data shown in
Fig. 3. For the triaxial ellipsoid model, we assumed an aspect ration of 1.5:1 for the largest and 2
smaller axes. Thus, the 100 m asteroid has major and minor diameters of 130 and 65 m, while the
300 m asteroids dimensions are 390 and 260 m. For the orientation of the asteroid, we randomly
sampled a uniform distribution of 0 to 180 deg in the pole right ascension, and -90 to +90 deg in
pole declination (in the Earth Mean Orbital coordinate frame).
Table 1. Representative Scenario Cases for Simulations

Case

V∞ (km/s)

Phase Angle (deg)

1
2
3
4

7.5
7.5
12.5
20

30
80
140
5

MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS
Linear covariance is generally used to obtain navigation accuracy statistics for deep space missions. This technique, however, has the limitation that all the error sources have Gaussian distributions, and it is difficult to account for unmodeled errors. For this reason, we prefer to use Monte
Carlo simulations to assess the impactor navigation performance for the terminal guidance phase.
The following subsections will detail each of the error sources sampled in the simulations.

Initial Ephemeris Error
This is the combination of the spacecraft’s and target asteroid’s heliocentric ephemeris error,
expressed as the error of the spacecraft’s cartesian position and velocity relative to the asteroid.
Since their respective heliocentric orbits are computed independently (until the asteroid is imaged
with the onboard camera which ties them together), the relative error is an root sum square of the
two. As mentioned earlier, the asteroid ephemeris error is roughly in the tens of km category; the
spacecraft’s will be comparable, also in the low tens of km. Thus, in our simulations, we assume an
initial target relative orbit error of 30 km, 1σ, in position. The velocity errors are also comparable
between the asteroid and spacecraft, and we sample an uncertainty value of 5 cm/s, 1σ.
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Maneuver Execution Error
This error accounts for the difference between the desired ∆V for a maneuver and the burn that is
actually executed. The causes for the error include sources such as limitations on the accelerometer
measurements which cut the burn at the desired ∆V, plume impingement, thruster alignment errors,
and attitude errors. Assuming that the spacecraft thrusters are balanced (ideally no net translational
∆V on the spacecraft if thrusters are used to make attitude changes), we also subsume the unbalanced component of turns for the maneuver into the execution error model. The model itself uses
the Gates method, which describes the execution error having a fixed and proportional component
for the burn value and the pointing.13 The following table lists the values used in the simulations.
Table 2. Gates Maneuver Execution Error Model Parameters

Parameter

Error Sampling(1σ)

Fixed magnitude

4.3 mm/s

Proportional magnitude

10%

Fixed direction

4 mm/s

Proportional direction

3.1%

Gyro Errors
If attitude knowledge comes from ACS using IMU propagation, then the errors accumulated by
the gyros needs to be included. This includes the initial attitude bias caused by the initialization of
the absolute attitude from the last star tracker update, plus the gyro bias (which is actually an angle
rate) and gyro angle random walk. The attitude bias we assume to be about 150 microrad 1σ as a
representative value; for the gyro bias and angle random walk, we take two values for a MIMU and
SSIRU class gyros. The values for these are given in the following table.
Table 3. Sample gyro errors.

Gyro

Rate Bias (1σ)
(deg)

Angle Random
√ Walk
(deg/ hr)

MIMU

0.005

0.005

DIMU

0.0005

0.0005

Scene Generation
In order to get accurate impact statistics, it is important to simulate the image processing as
close to reality as possible. Thus, we want to generate photorealistic images for both unresolved
and resolved images; the former is important since centroids are obtained in reality to subpixel
accuracy. Currently, we have the capability to model the asteroid as a triaxial ellipsoid, and given
the dimensions of the ellipsoid and its inertial orientation, a realistic scene can be generated. This is
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done by finding the illumination level of points on the body by tracing the rays from the camera to
the object. The equations that determine the illumination are provided in [14]. Subpixel resolution
is obtained by dividing each pixel into smaller sections for tracing the rays, and each of these
is convolved with the PSF before summing up the intensities at the pixel level. The amount of
subdivision was determined by experimentation; a factor of 2-3 smaller than the angular size of the
object was found to be sufficient.
Simulation Setup
The simulation setup was as follows. For each Monte Carlo run, the filter is initialized at about
E-2 hours, with a priori values of the state being an ideal trajectory which impacts the center of the
comet. The a priori sigmas on the estimated parameters set to be 50 km in position and 10 cm/s
in velocity. In the IMU attitude reference mode, the four bias and drift parameters are included
in the estimate list with a prior sigmas of 20 pixels and 0.005 pixels/s (MIMU), or 20 pixels and
0.00024 pixels/s (SSIRU). At 2 minute intervals, the scene is generated based on propagation of
the “truth” trajectory, which is randomly sampled using the statistics given above for the ephemeris
errors. In the IMU mode, the “truth” attitude is randomly sampled from the initial attitude, rate and
random walk statistics show in Table 3. The image is generated based on the truth and passed to the
AutoNav system. After 30 minutes, 15 images have been processed by AutoNav and the first OD
is performed. Subsequently, an OD solution is done after every image. The OD is cutoff 2 minutes
prior to the maneuver, and the filtered state information is used to predict the miss distance, from
which a maneuver is computed. The computed maneuver is used to propagate the spacecraft state
in the OD filter; for the “truth” trajectory, maneuver execution errors are added by sampling the
statistics in Table 2 and applying the Gates model. After each maneuver, the filter is reinitialized
to start at the first image after the maneuver, and the image processing/OD procedure is performed
again. Between ITMs 1 and 2, the image frequency is increased to 1 minute intervals, and between
ITMS 2 and 3, it is increased even further to 30 sec intervals. As the truth trajectory either crosses the
surface of the triaxial ellipsoid, or it is determined to have passed by the asteroid, the simulation is
stopped and the relevant parameters (surface point of impact or closest altitude on flyby, magnitudes
of maneuvers, OD errors) stored. The process is then repeated for as many Monte Carlo samples as
needed. The camera parameters used for all the simulations was the same as that on the DI impactor,
with an IFOV of 10 µrad.
MONTE CARLO RESULTS
Before describing the results of the full set of simulations, we did a preliminary Monte Carlo
analysis to determine, in a general sense, what the effect of the most critical parameter, the attitude
knowledge error, is to the OD solution and hence, targeting accuracy. For this set of simulations,
instead of creating simulated images, we simply used the ideal center of the target in the image as
the observation to eliminate asteroid size and phase effects, and set the maneuver execution error to
0. We used the following scenario as a reasonable representative:
• Asteroid approach velocity of 10 km/s
• Camera with 10 microrad IFOV
• Maneuvers at E - 1 hour, E - 30 min, and E - 5 minutes
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Sampling the initial spacecraft target relative state and attitude errors, we performed a Monte Carlo
simulation with attitude knowledge errors of 0 (stellar mode), MIMU level, and SSIRU level. We
then collected the information about the miss distance in the asteroid-centered B-plane, plotting
the cumulative probability of miss distances at increments starting from 10 m on up. The result is
shown in Fig. 4 for the three attitude knowledge cases. From this, it can be seen that in the stellar
reference case, 100% of the cases are reached at a miss distance of 25 m; for the SSIRU, this is
reached by 50 m, and for the MIMU, it occurs only at about 400 m. Thus, we can infer that if the
target asteroid is less than about 400 m, the project will have to commit to either spending money
on the higher quality gyro, or find a combination of camera and approach asymptote that allows for
visible stars up to the final image. Conversely, if stellar reference is available during approach, the
size of the asteroid can be fairly small and still have a reasonable chance of impacting. Based on
this result, for the subsequent analysis we did not include results for the MIMU gyros since all our
sample asteroids were less than 300 m in diameter.

Figure 4. Cumulative probability as a function of miss distance for three attitude modes

Table 4 shows the results of the full simulation (including simulated images and maneuver execution errors) for each of the cases for the stellar reference and SSIRU attitude knowledge cases,
for the 100 m asteroid and the 300 m asteroid. The results are given in terms of the percentage of
time the spacecraft impacted the asteroid for each scenario. Immediately obvious from this table is
the sensitivity to both attitude reference and the phase angle. Cases 2 and 3, which have approach
phases of 80 and 140 deg, respectively, have noticeably lower chances of success than the others.
For Case 3 in particular, the odds of hitting a 100 m asteroid are barely above 50%, thus pointing
to a scenario which should be avoided if possible. The reason the high phase is a problem can be
seen from Figure 5, which shows a zoomed-in view of what the asteroid looks like at the final image
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taken before ITM3 at the phase angles represented by Cases 2, 3, and 4. Also shown on the plots is
the computed COB (blue o), and the true center of the object (red +). At 5 deg, the two are almost
on top of each other, but for 140 deg, the COB, due to the PSF, is very near the edge of the physical
object. To see how bad this effects the targeting, Figure 6 shows, for the Case 3 100 m altitude with
SSIRU, a histogram of the altitude of the miss cases. All the misses were within 90 m, except for
two cases (not shown on the histogram) where the failure was catastrophic, over 100 km. However,
since overall the targeting did relatively well, the probability of hitting a 300 m asteroid are still
fairly good as can be seen in the results in Table 4.
One somewhat surprising result of this analysis was that the very high velocity case had relatively
few misses, except for the 100 m asteroid with SSIRU attitude reference. In this scenario, the last
image was taken at E-2 min, where the asteroid was roughly 4 pixels across - not enough to clearly
see the shape. Nevertheless, due to the fact that the centroid is so close to the true object center as
seen in Fig. 5(a), the OD was accurate enough to do precise targeting. This result is promising, as it
means that deflections can be increased with higher V∞ without sacrificing targeting accuracy.
Table 4. Probability of asteroid impact

Stellar reference

SSIRU

Case

100 m

300 m

100 m

300 m

1
2
3
4

98.8 %
96.5%
56.6 %
100.0 %

100.0 %
100.0%
99.4 %
100.0 %

85.5%
73.8%
53.8 %
75.4 %

100.0 %
99.2%
90.6%
99.6%

CONCLUSIONS
This paper expanded on the experience with high velocity impactor missions obtained from DI
and quantified targeting accuracies for a variety of scenarios. It was shown that the attitude reference
used and approach phase angles were the primary drivers of the accuracies. The results were shown
for asteroid sizes almost two orders of magnitude smaller than the DI target. With the accuracies
obtained, reasonably high confidence of achieving mission success for most of the scenarios that
will be faced. Nevertheless, work is still needed to improve accuracies in the cases where the
odds are low of impacting. In particular, the need for stable attitude reference may drive the cost
for demonstration missions too high to be feasible. And, although workarounds using existing
methodologies exist, the need to make the mission robust indicate that better OD/filtering strategies
would be helpful. Future work will focus on this aspect, as well as increasing the fidelity of various
aspects of the simulation, including using more unusual shape models, and incorporating finite
duration burns.
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(a) Phase = 5 deg

(b) Phase = 80 deg

(c) [Phase = 140 deg

Figure 5. Final Image Before ITM3 for 3 Phase Angles
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Figure 6. Histogram of the Miss Distance Altitude for Case 3
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